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channels, there's a built-i-n

automatic noise limiter, and a large,
illuminated WS" meter that makes
accurate tuning a breeze. N.A.V.
$159.95

E. F. Jolmson Me

CB SPECIALS!
You can have a lot more than
music in your car when you
install a CB unit from TEAM.
TEAM has been serving CB
enthusiasts for years, so you
can count on us for advice on
the best equipment for your
needs. TEAM also stocks the
leading brands with the most
wanted features.

p I A) IjJJ J123A Transceiver
If you're looking for a mobile
citizen's band radio with lots of
transmitting range, this one is it.
Electronic voice compression helps
you reach distant CBers other units
can't. For clear reception on all 23

Give your car
tat extra tune
up tune into CB.
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Kricliet
Accessory Speaker (KC-3- 5)

Help get rid of garbled CB reception
with a big accessory speaker that
not only produces clear, sharp voice
transmissions, but penetrates road
sounds that filter into your car.

Pace CB-14- 3 Transceiver
Small size for convenient underdash
mounting, yet packed with
important features. Transmit and
receive on all 23 CB channels. Has
WS" meter for tuning that's always
on-the-no-se. Also has built-i- n

automatic noise limiter, transmit

S7BIeter":"'-- . r
(Gold line Model GLC-101D- A)

Want the best transmission and
reception possible for your citizen's
band radio? This SWR meter from
Gold Line will help you adjust
your antenna, be it mobile or base,
for optimum zYl "fTMiN
performance. ('jyN.A.V. $15.95 JJf--u3

Easy to install...
it plugs right
into your CB
unit! N.A.V.

remote speaker vS j on
r sii$14.95 $129.95
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